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Release Notes:
A. Multiple Copy Check In
Some libraries receive multiple copies of the same publication.  When one title has a large 
number of copies then the Multiple Copy Check In enables the library to check in all similar 
copies together rather than individually.  Multiple Copy Check In could save time.  

To enable Multiple Copy Check In first go to Serials [Copy Edit].  For each title that has copies 
requiring Multiple Copy Check In, edit those copies to give them the same Multiple Copy Check In 
Identifier.  Then go to Issue Check In and the software will automatically check in the same issue 
to all copies for that title with the same Multiple Copy Check In Identifier.  

For example, a library receives five copies of "Aviation week & space technology", and uses copy 
numbers 1 through 5 to manage the copies. The library gives each copy the Multiple Copy Check 
In Identifier value of A (or any other letter or number).  In function [Issue Check In] when copy 1 is 
selected and an issue is checked in then the same issue is checked in for all five copies. The 
copy number is irrelevant:  if copy 3 is selected and an issue is checked in then the same issue is 
checked in for all five copies.  

The Multiple Copy Check In Identifier is relevant within a title's copies.  It is not used between 
titles.  If twenty copies of Newsweek use the Multiple Copy Check In Identifier value of A, the 
same as "Aviation week & space technology", then nothing happens to Newsweek when "Aviation 
week & space technology" is checked in.  

For a more complex example, if a library has the weekly loose leaf "Estate planning & taxation 
coordinator" then the library also receives the separately titled monthly newsletter "Estate 
planners alert".  If the library has 5 copies, then copies 1 through 5 could be for "Estate planning 
& taxation coordinator" and copies 31 through 35 could be for "Estate planners alert".  If all of the 
"Estate planners alert" issues should be checked in together, then copies 31 through 35 need the 
same Multiple Copy Check In Identifier, e.g., 3 or C or Q.  The ID value itself has no implicit 
meaning to the software:  A is no more significant than Z or 1 or 9.  Once the library staffer runs 
[Issue Check In] and selects copy 31, 32, 33, 34, or 35, then the software will check in the same 
issue for copies 31 through 35 because they all have the same Multiple Copy Check In ID.  

Continuing with the "Estate planning & taxation coordinator" and "Estate planners alert" example, 
if the library also desires to check in four of the five copies of "Estate planning & taxation 
coordinator" together, then copies 1 through 4 (or 2 through 5) need an identical Multiple Copy 
Check In Identifier, e.g., 1 or A.  The ID must be different from the ID for "Estate planners alert".  

B. Function [Issue Check In] enhancement for routing:
1. renamed [Routing Print] to [Print Routing]
2. added [Routing Edit]
3. added the routing list count to the right of the new button [Routing Edit]

C. The following documentation in red signifies Multiple Copy Check In enhancements.
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1 Serials:  Multiple Copy Check In

1.1 Serial Title Copy

A Serial Title Copy (hereinafter Copy) is tied to the MARC bib.  It contains a title's frequency rules 
and the expected issue values (year, month, day, volume number, running issue, etc).  It also 
records the default circulation location, class (loan rules), and status (e.g., available vs. non-
circulating).  The Copy sometimes also is called the Set, the Copy Set, or the Subscription.  Each 
Copy is associated with a Vendor that is established in the Vendor table. A title may have many 
Copies, e.g., New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) might be found in the main journal 
collection and in a remote location too.  Lastly, Copy lets you set up both a title Display Dates 
field and a Free Text Holdings String.  The Title Display Dates is a short field shown as part of the 
OPAC Search Results.  The Free Text Holding String is a multi-lined field that typically displays a 
manually constructed Holdings string, e.g., if you have NEJM since 1974 through 1999 and do 
not have the detail issues entered into this database, then enter:  

     1974-1999:  290-341 

1.2 Access to the Serial Copy Editor

The Serial Copy Editor can be accessed directly from the Serials Management Main Menu and 
from function [Issue Check In].  Furthermore, any serial title look up that allows editing will also 
allow the dynamic creation of a Serial Copy.  For example, when using function [Add Holdings], if 
the title is not in Serials Management (i.e., the serial's MARC bib does not have a 949 $a SERIAL 
value), then the title may be dynamically added to Serials, and a first Copy is created.  To create 
this first Copy, the function [Edit Copy] is automatically invoked.  
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1.3 Serial Copy:  Expected Values, Frequencies, Circulation & Notes

1.4 Fields:  Serial Copy:  Expected Values, Frequencies, Circulation & 
Notes

1.4.1 Field 1 Publisher:  60 characters, display only

Purpose:  to display the name of the publisher as a convenience to the user editing the copy. 
The name is taken from the first MARC bib tag 260 subfield b.  

1.4.2 Field 2 Assigned by bib:  20 characters, display only

This field displays "Assigned by bib." if the bib determines the call number.  

1.4.3 Field 3 Serial Title:  65 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the Serial's title.  
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1.4.4 Field 4 Status of the Process:  15 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the message "Working..." and/or other messages while the software 
processes the data.  

1.4.5 Field 5 Copy Number Display:  2 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the selected Copy Number.  

1.4.6 Field 6 Established Date:  10 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the date that the copy was started in the catalog.  

1.4.7 Field 7 MARC Number:  9 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the database MARC Number.  

1.4.8 Field 8 Function Keys

1.4.9 Field 9 Title Display Dates:  20 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the dates that will be displayed after the serial title in the OPAC Search 
Results.  Display Date will also appear on the Issue Check In window.  This field is useful if you 
have two collections of the same title; entering different dates allows you to distinguish between 
the two.  Note that the Display Date is associated with the serial title, thus it is independent of 
each Copy.  In other words, all Copies of a serial title share the same Display Date. 

Format:  It is free text.  

Example:  JAMA, the Journal of the American Medical Association, had the title "The Journal of 
the American Medical Association" from 1883-1960.  In 1960, it changed the title to "JAMA". 
Accordingly, there are two unique bibs.  To minimize confusion on the two titles, the first should 
have a Display Date of "1883-1960", and the second should have a Display Date "1960- Current." 
Quotes should not be used.  

Even for a static title with a single copy, the Display Date enhances the OPAC Search Results 
display for patrons.  

1.4.10 Field 10 Subtitle:  60 characters

Purpose:  field Copy Subtitle should only be used when there is more than one copy and the 
copies are different.  For example, journal Cancer also publishes Cancer Cytopathology. 
Standard practice calls for Cancer to be checked in as Copy 1, and Cancer Cytopathology to be 
checked in as Copy 2.  

The subtitle is displayed in serials management in all copy selection pop-up windows.  It is also 
displayed in the Search Catalog Details display and most reports.  

1.4.11 Field 11 Vendor for this Copy:  30 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the vendor who provides the resource.  

Format:  It is a look up table. If the vendor is not in the Vendor Table, the vendor can be added 
dynamically.  
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1.4.12 Field 12 Subscription Identifier:  20 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the identifier that this Copy's Vendor has given this Copy.  This value will be 
used in placing a claim for missing issues.  It should be unique among all of the copy/ 
subscription identifiers given per vendor.  

Format:  It is any characters except circumflex "^".  

1.4.13 Field 13 Current Year:  4 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  To specify the current year for the journal.  

Format:  It is any four digit year in the form NNNN.  

1.4.14 Field 14 Current Month (or Period):  9 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the current month (e.g., April) or period (e.g., Winter) for the most recent 
issue.  

Format:  It is a table selection.  

Table Values:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall

1.4.15 Field 15 Current Day for Weekly Issues:  10 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  For weekly publications, this field specifies the day of the current issue.  

Format:  It is a number for the day in the current month.  

1.4.16 Field 16 Current Volume:  10 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  To specify the current volume for the copy of this journal.  

Format:  It is a number that represents the current volume.  
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1.4.17 Field 17 Current Issue:  10 characters, mandatory

Purpose:  To specify the current issue for this copy of this journal.  Note that this is not the 
Running Issue.  The Issue is the minor value associated with a Volume.  

Format:  It is an integer.  

1.4.18 Field 18 Current Running Issue:  10 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  If used by the journal, then this field specifies the Running Issue value.  Some journals, 
such as The Lancet, have a " running" issue value instead of or in conjunction with the volume 
issue value.  If the running issue and the volume issue are both used (e.g., the running issue is 
6485 and the volume issue 21), then both numbers must be entered in order for a correct 
prediction of subsequent issues.  

Format:  It is a positive integer.  

1.4.19 Field 19 Issues Per Volume:  3 characters, mandatory, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the number of issues per volume.  

Format:  It is a valid integer.  

Example:  The New England Journal of Medicine has 26 issues per volume.  

1.4.20 Field 20 Volumes per Year:  3 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the volumes per year for the journal.  

Format:  It is a valid integer.  

1.4.21 Field 21 Issue Publication Frequency:  3 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the frequency of the issues' publication. If the frequency is not known, then 
select "Irregular" unless it is a "Monographic Series".  

Format:  It is a table selection.  

Table Values:

A   Annual
BE  Biennial
BM  Bimonthly
BW  Biweekly
CAN CANCELLED
D   Daily
DED DEAD TITLE
I7  Irregular (7/yr)
I8  Irregular (8/yr)
IM3 Irregular (3/mon)
IR  Irregular
M   Monthly
MS  Monographic Series
Q   Quarterly
SA  Semiannual
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SM  Semimonthly
TA  Triannual
W   Weekly
Z1  BBA frequency

1.4.22 Field 22 Late Warning Days:  3 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the number of days before a late warning is issued.  

Format:  It is an integer in the range of 1 to 365.  

1.4.23 Field 23 Late Warning Permanent:  tab stop

Purpose:  Used in conjunction with the Late Warning Days value, this flag ensures that the new 
Late Warning Days value will not be affected by the late warning initialization process.  

Format:  It is a check box selection.  

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Warnings Permanent

1.4.24 Field 24 Bind per Volume:  2 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the number of times per volume the library binds the serial issues.  This 
value is independent of the publication Issues per Volume.  

Format:  It is a valid integer.  

1.4.25 Field 25 Bindery Priority:  1 character, tab stop

Purpose:  This optional field is used to help select which copies are included in the compilation of 
a Bindery Work List.  Some libraries bind some titles more frequently than others based on use 
and/or funds.  For example, National Geographic might be bound more frequently than Scientific 
American, even though both are monthly and have similar widths, but the library's priority is for 
National Geographic to be bound before the other.  

Format:  This field accepts a valid integer. The value has no intrinsic interpret by the Serials 
Management software other than all copies with the same number will be compiled when that 
Bindery Priority is selected in Bindery Work List Compilation.  

Example:  a high priority bind might be 1, a medium priority bind might be 2, and a low might be 
3.  This software does not care.  The library may use more gradation or a reverse scale, e.g., 9 is 
critical, 8 very high, 7 high, etc., and 1 is very low.  It would serve you well to establish some 
values and use them consistently! 

1.4.26 Field 26 Shelving:  45 characters

Purpose:  Shelving specifies how a print serial title is shelved.  This field is only active if the bib's 
Serial Management value is "See copy for shelving", i.e., MARC 949 subfield a's value is 
SERIAL+SEE.  

The options for this field are:  
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     Title 
     Call number from bib 
     Loose by title, bound by bib's call number 
     Call number from copy 
     Loose by title, bound by copy's call number 
     Issues have unique call numbers 
  
Option "Title" specifies that the issues are arranged by journal title.  Furthermore, "Title" will 
deactivate field Call Number. 

Option "Call number from bib" specifies that the issues are shelved by a call number found in the 
bib.  The copy's field Call Number is deactivated.  

Option "Loose by title, bound by bib's call number" specifies that the loose issues are arranged by 
journal title, while the bound issues shelved by a call number found in the bib. The copy's field 
Call Number is deactivated.  

Option "Call number from copy" specifies that the issues are shelved by a call number found in 
the copy.  The copy's field Call Number is activated.  

Option "Loose by title, bound by copy's call number" specifies that the loose issues are arranged 
by journal title, while the bound issues shelved by a call number found in the copy.  Thus, the 
copy's field Call Number is activated.  

Option "Issues have unique call numbers" specifies that each issue has a unique call number.  It 
is typically used for monographic serials.  

Table Values:

Title
Call number from bib
Loose by title, bound by bib's call number
Call number from copy
Loose by title, bound by copy's call number
Issues have unique call numbers

1.4.27 Field 27 Copy Call Number:  60 characters

Purpose:  When the copy's field Shelving specifies "Call number from copy" or "Loose by title, 
bound by copy's call number", then the copy's Call Number field is the call number for the copy. 
All volumes and issues attached to the copy inherit the copy's call number.  The call number 
should adhere to the library's classification.  

If the copy's Shelving is neither "Call number from copy" nor "Loose by title, bound by copy's call 
number", then the copy's call number is not determined here.  Instead the call number is specified 
by copy's field Shelving or the bibliographic record.  Thus the copy field Call Number will display 
the call number but it cannot be edited.
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1.4.28 Field 28 Block in OPAC:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify if this copy should not be displayed during inquiry in the Online Public 
Catalog.  

Format:  It is a check box selection.  

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Block in OPAC

1.4.29 Field 29 Bar Code Each Item Flag:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify if each item should receive a bar code at Check In.  

Format:  It is a check box selection.  

1.4.30 Field 30 Multiple Copy Check In ID:  1 character

Purpose:  If a library has more than one copy of a publication then the Multiple Copy Check In 
Identifier enables similar copies to be checked in together.  During function [Issue Check In], 
when the selected copy has a Multiple Copy Check In Identifier, then each copy with the same 
identifier is counted.  The identifier and the count are displayed in the Issue Check In window. 
The count can be adjusted downwards if fewer copies are on hand.  When the library staffer 
selects the Issue Check In function [Issue Check In] or [Check In and Close Volume] then all 
copies with the displayed Multiple Copy Check In Identifier have the expected issue checked in 
and the copy expected issue values set to the next issue.  

If a copy has the option Bar Code (meaning issues require a bar code at check in) then that copy 
cannot have a Multiple Copy Check In Identifier.  Similarly, if the copy's shelving is "Issues have 
unique call numbers" then that copy cannot have a Multiple Copy Check In Identifier.  

Format:  A single letter or number.  The Multiple Copy Check In Identifier value has no special 
meaning to the software.  For example, A or 7 or V can be used.  No character is more 
empowering than another.  

1.4.31 Field 31 Circulation Location:  40 characters, mandatory, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the circulation location where the Serial Copy will reside.  

Format:  It is a table selection.  

1.4.32 Field 32 Circulation Class:  30 characters, mandatory, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the loan period that a new issue can be lent.  The Circulation Class is the 
loan period.  NON-CIRCULATING is a valid loan period.  

Format:  It is a table selection.  

1.4.33 Field 33 Circulation Status:  30 characters, mandatory, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the circulation status of a new issue at the time of Issue Check In.  For 
example, select AVAILABLE if the issue may be circulated.  Select NON-CIRCULATING if new 
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issues should not be lent to patrons.  

Format:  The field is a table selection.  

1.4.34 Field 34 Notes:  

Purpose:  To select a function to edit the relevant Copy Notes.  

Check In notes appear on the Journal Issue Check In window, typically as instructions to staff.  If 
the notes are extensive, they first appear in a pop-up window in total, and then only the first few 
lines appear in the Journal Issue Check In window.  The notes typically address production 
issues.  For example, many libraries have a Check In note similar to this for Scientific American: 
"PUT A SECURITY DEVICE ON EACH." 

The Free Text Holdings String note appears in the OPAC immediately before the Compile 
Holdings String.  This note typically express historical information, e.g., "VOLS 1-201 (1845-59) 
ON MICROFILM."  Function [Import SERHOLD Data] copies the SERHOLD Holding Report 
holdings string to this note.  

Local Notes is used as a free form note database for each Serial Copy.  It is not displayed 
anywhere other than Journal Copy Edit.  

Bindery Work List Notes appear on the Bindery Work List, typically as instructions to staff.  For 
example:  "PLACE A BLOCKING STICKER OVER SECURITY DEVICES, ALSO CHANGE CIRC 
LOCATION AT END OF BINDERY PREP FROM 'CIRC DESK' TO 'JOURNALS'." 

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Check In
Free Text Holding String
Local
Bindery Work List

1.4.35 Field 35 Controls Ok, Cancel, & Help:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify an action that controls the window's flow.  [Ok] will save and apply the 
displayed values, whereas [Cancel] will reject the changes.  [Help] will display all of the 
documentation for the window.  Press the Help key for context sensitive help for each field.  

Format:  It is an action that toggles the push button.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Ok
Cancel
Help
Routing List...
Delete Copy...

Function Delete Copy will permanently expunge the Copy record from the database.  As a 
prerequisite, the Copy's issues (the item, a.k.a. the holdings) should first all be individually 
removed from the database, although this function can automatically destroy all items associated 
with a copy.  
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If the deleted Copy leaves no more Copies, then the software will ask if the serial title should stay 
in Serials, be removed from Serials, or be removed from Serials and the catalog. 

1.5 Managing Copies without a Volume or Issue

Some titles do not have a Volume or Issue value.  Others simply have a Running Issue value. 
The software requires both a value for both Volume and Issue.  

For the case of a Running Issue value but no Volume or Issue, then:  

     - use the year of publication for both Volume and Year; 
     - create a bogus Issue number (like 1) for the Issue;  
     - then fill in the Running Issue number.  
  
If there is no Volume, Issue, or Running Issue, then 

     - use the year of publication for both volume and year;  
     - create a bogus issue number (like 1) for the issue.  
  
These tips were provided to CyberTools for Libraries by Philip Adrian at Library of Rush 
University.  

1.6 Overview to Serial Issue Check In

Serial Issue Check In is used to add a newly arrived serial item to a serial's holdings.  This 
function displays information about title and copy, including: issues per volume, volumes per year, 
frequency and binding data, and circulation location, status, and class.  The software prompts for 
bar code and also for details about the item being Checked In. Routing slips or labels may be 
processed during Check In.  

The expected current values are displayed for volume, issue number, part, and supplement.  If 
the values for the issue being Checked In match the expected values that are displayed, the 
expected values will be updated as the item is Checked In, based on the item's frequency.  

If the expected values displayed on the Check In window match the values for the issue being 
Checked In, select push button "Issue Check In".  If the issue requires a bar code, the bar code 
field is activated and it must be entered.  Then the entry will be filed, the holdings string will be 
updated, and another journal issue may then be Checked In.  

If the expected values displayed on the window match the volume, but not the issue number for 
the issue being Checked In, the issue number must be edited.  Note that the current values for 
month and day may need to be adjusted using the "Edit Copy" function.  If there are any missing 
issues, claims will be created for them automatically.  For example, if Issue 13 is expected, but 
you Checked In Issue 17, claims will be generated for issues 13, 14, 15, and 16.  Claims may be 
created for up to five issues of a given title during one Check In. 

If the expected values displayed on the screen match the values for the issue being Checked In 
and if the issue completes a volume, then it may also be closed out with an irregular number of 
issues by selecting "Check In & Close Volume".  If the Copy has a Bind per Volume value, then 
the entry will be filed and the Bind Unit will be flagged.  At bindery time, the issues flagged to be 
bound will appear on the Bindery Work List.  
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Note:  To Check In multiple issues, no issue in the range may be claimed or received.  If the 
range entered contains issues that are either claimed or received, an error message will be 
displayed advising that either the issue should be Checked In or the claim should be deleted.  

1.7 Multiple Copy Check In

Some libraries receive multiple copies of the same publication.  When one title has a large 
number of copies then the Multiple Copy Check In enables the library to check in all similar 
copies together rather than individually.  Multiple Copy Check In could save time.  

To enable Multiple Copy Check In first go to Serials [Copy Edit].  For each title that has copies 
requiring Multiple Copy Check In, edit those copies to give them the same Multiple Copy Check In 
Identifier.  Then go to Issue Check In and the software will automatically check in the same issue 
to all copies for that title with the same Multiple Copy Check In Identifier.  

For example, a library receives five copies of "Aviation week & space technology", and uses copy 
numbers 1 through 5 to manage the copies. The library gives each copy the Multiple Copy Check 
In Identifier value of A (or any other letter or number).  In function [Issue Check In] when copy 1 is 
selected and an issue is checked in then the same issue is checked in for all five copies. The 
copy number is irrelevant:  if copy 3 is selected and an issue is checked in then the same issue is 
checked in for all five copies.  

The Multiple Copy Check In Identifier is relevant within a title's copies.  It is not used between 
titles.  If twenty copies of Newsweek use the Multiple Copy Check In Identifier value of A, the 
same as "Aviation week & space technology", then nothing happens to Newsweek when "Aviation 
week & space technology" is checked in.  

For a more complex example, if a library has the weekly loose leaf "Estate planning & taxation 
coordinator" then the library also receives the separately titled monthly newsletter "Estate 
planners alert".  If the library has 5 copies, then copies 1 through 5 could be for "Estate planning 
& taxation coordinator" and copies 31 through 35 could be for "Estate planners alert".  If all of the 
"Estate planners alert" issues should be checked in together, then copies 31 through 35 need the 
same Multiple Copy Check In Identifier, e.g., 3 or C or Q.  The ID value itself has no implicit 
meaning to the software:  A is no more significant than Z or 1 or 9.  Once the library staffer runs 
[Issue Check In] and selects copy 31, 32, 33, 34, or 35, then the software will check in the same 
issue for copies 31 through 35 because they all have the same Multiple Copy Check In ID.  

Continuing with the "Estate planning & taxation coordinator" and "Estate planners alert" example, 
if the library also desires to check in four of the five copies of "Estate planning & taxation 
coordinator" together, then copies 1 through 4 (or 2 through 5) need an identical Multiple Copy 
Check In Identifier, e.g., 1 or A.  The ID must be different from the ID for "Estate planners alert".  
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1.8 Serial Issue Check In

1.9 Fields:  Serial Issue Check In

1.9.1 Field 1 Last Action:  60 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the last issue checked in for the displayed title for this session.  

1.9.2 Field 2 Check In Notes Display Count:  4 characters, display only

Purpose:  Since the Check In window only displays 3 lines of the Check In Notes, this field 
displays the total count of Check In note lines.  When a Copy's notes exceeds 3 lines, the entire 
notes are displayed in a pop-up window when the Copy is first selected.  

1.9.3 Field 3 Compiled Holdings String:  60 characters, multiple, display only

Purpose:  To display the last two lines of the Compiled Holdings String.  This field changes as 
each issue is checked in since holdings are recompiled for each newly added issue.  See the 
OPAC for the complete display, including the Free Text Holdings.  
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1.9.4 Field 4 Circulation Location:  10 characters, display only

Purpose:  To specify the circulation location where the Serial Copy will reside.  

Format:  It is a table selection.  

1.9.5 Field 5 Circulation Status:  10 characters, display only, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the circulation status of a new issue at the time of Issue Check In.  For 
example, select AVAILABLE if the issue may be circulated.  Select NON-CIRCULATING if new 
issues should not be lent to patrons.  

Format:  The field is a table selection.  

1.9.6 Field 6 Circulation Class:  30 characters, display only

Purpose:  To specify the loan period that a new issue can be lent.  The Circulation Class is the 
loan period.  NON-CIRCULATING is a valid loan period.  

Format:  It is a table selection.  

1.9.7 Field 7 Title Display Dates:  20 characters, display only

Purpose:  To specify the dates that will be displayed after the serial title in the OPAC Search 
Results.  Display Date will also appear on the Issue Check In window.  This field is useful if you 
have two collections of the same title; entering different dates allows you to distinguish between 
the two.  Note that the Display Date is associated with the serial title, thus it is independent of 
each Copy.  In other words, all Copies of a serial title share the same Display Date. 

Format:  It is free text.  

Example:  JAMA, the Journal of the American Medical Association, had the title "The Journal of 
the American Medical Association" from 1883-1960.  In 1960, it changed the title to "JAMA". 
Accordingly, there are two unique bibs.  To minimize confusion on the two titles, the first should 
have a Display Date of "1883-1960", and the second should have a Display Date "1960- Current." 
Quotes should not be used.  

Even for a static title with a single copy, the Display Date enhances the OPAC Search Results 
display for patrons.  

1.9.8 Field 8 Vendor for this Copy:  30 characters, display only

Purpose:  To specify the vendor who provides the resource.  

Format:  It is a look up table. If the vendor is not in the Vendor Table, the vendor can be added 
dynamically.  

1.9.9 Field 9 Serial Copy Check In Note:  60 characters, multiple, display only

Purpose:  To specify the Check In note for a specific Copy. The Check In note provides 
information for the user.  Check In notes can be used to indicate the title has changed, the journal 
is routed to a particular patron or group of patrons, the title has supplements that arrive twice a 
year, or any other details that are specific to that particular title, or anything else.  

Format:  It is free-text.  
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1.9.10 Field 10 Issue Publication Frequency:  16 characters, display only

Purpose:  To specify the frequency of the issues' publication. If the frequency is not known, then 
select "Irregular" unless it is a "Monographic Series".  

Format:  It is a table selection.  

1.9.11 Field 11 Issues Per Volume:  3 characters, display only

Purpose:  To specify the number of issues per volume.  

Format:  It is a valid integer.  

Example:  The New England Journal of Medicine has 26 issues per volume.  

1.9.12 Field 12 Volumes per Year:  3 characters, display only

Purpose:  To specify the volumes per year for the journal.  

Format:  It is a valid integer.  

1.9.13 Field 13 Bind per Volume:  2 characters, display only

Purpose:  To specify the number of times per volume the library binds the serial issues.  This 
value is independent of the publication Issues per Volume.  

Format:  It is a valid integer.  

1.9.14 Field 14 MARC Number:  9 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the database MARC Number.  

1.9.15 Field 15 Pending Routing Print:  20 characters, display only

Purpose:  To display the number of issues checked in during the session that have the printing of 
routing slips or labels pending.  

1.9.16 Field 16 Subtitle:  40 characters, display only

Purpose:  field Copy Subtitle should only be used when there is more than one copy and the 
copies are different.  For example, journal Cancer also publishes Cancer Cytopathology. 
Standard practice calls for Cancer to be checked in as Copy 1, and Cancer Cytopathology to be 
checked in as Copy 2.  

The subtitle is displayed in serials management in all copy selection pop-up windows.  It is also 
displayed in the Search Catalog Details display and most reports. 
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1.9.17 Field 17 Multiple Copy Check In ID:  1 character, display only

Purpose:  If a library has more than one copy of a publication then the Multiple Copy Check In 
Identifier enables similar copies to be checked in together.  During function [Issue Check In], 
when the selected copy has a Multiple Copy Check In Identifier, then each copy with the same 
identifier is counted.  The identifier and the count are displayed in the Issue Check In window. 
The count can be adjusted downwards if fewer copies are on hand.  When the library staffer 
selects the Issue Check In function [Issue Check In] or [Check In and Close Volume] then all 
copies with the displayed Multiple Copy Check In Identifier have the expected issue checked in 
and the copy expected issue values set to the next issue.  

If a copy has the option Bar Code (meaning issues require a bar code at check in) then that copy 
cannot have a Multiple Copy Check In Identifier.  Similarly, if the copy's shelving is "Issues have 
unique call numbers" then that copy cannot have a Multiple Copy Check In Identifier.  

Format:  A single letter or number.  The Multiple Copy Check In Identifier value has no special 
meaning to the software.  For example, A or 7 or V can be used.  No character is more 
empowering than another.  

1.9.18 Field 18 Patron Routing List Count:  3 characters, display only

Purpose:  The Patron Routing List Count displays the number of patrons on the routing list.  

1.9.19 Field 19 Function Keys

1.9.20 Field 20 Serial Look Up:  80 characters

Purpose:  To identify a serial by its ISSN, MARC Number, the MARC Control Number (tag 001), 
bar code, or part of the title.  Only titles without monographic holdings (items) may be selected.  

Format:  This field accepts an appropriate combination of letters and numbers. When searching 
by words from a title, any number of words may be used. The words do not need to be in order, 
and can be abbreviated.  

The most efficient way to look up a title is to enter an acceptable value (e.g. a reasonable portion 
of the title or the entire ISSN) and press either the ENTER, TAB, or CURSOR DOWN key. The 
software will work better using this method than entering a value and clicking on the Look Up 
push buttons below the Look Up field.  

Example:  "SCIE AMER" or "amer scie" and pressing ENTER will both find Scientific American if 
it is in the catalog.  

Additional Features:  if the look up is part of an edit function, (e.g. [Issue Check In]), and the ISSN 
is entered but is not in the catalog, then when the look up function [ISSN] is used to attempt find 
the value and the look up fails, then the ISSN and its associated title may then be dynamically 
added to the catalog and Serials Management.  When created in this fashion, catalog and 
frequency data may be adopted from the Aggregate Serials Frequency Database.  This process 
is documented elsewhere (see "Getting Started in Serials Management").  

Use this powerful feature when you know the title is not in the catalog.  In the Journal field enter 
the ISSN value, then click on function [ISSN] (or press cursor key down until you are focused on 
function [ISSN] and then press ENTER).  The software will either find the title by the ISSN value 
or ask you if you want to add it to the catalog.  You may later import a MARC bib for the title, or 
edit the MARC bib more thoroughly.  
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1.9.21 Field 21 Look Up Menu:  tab stop

Purpose:  To specify a look up function that matches the value in the Serial Look Up text field 
(located above this collection of push buttons).  

Format:  It is a push button selection.  

Examples:  if the Serial Look Up text field has an ISSN value, select function [ISSN].  If the Serial 
Look Up text field has portions of a title, select function [Title].  

Function [List All Titles] will first see if there is a value in the Serial lookup field in order to match 
on that value.  If the Serial lookup field is blank then this function will alphabetically list all serial 
titles.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Serial Title
Any Title
MARC#
ISSN
List All Titles

1.9.22 Field 22 Serial Copy Number:  2 characters, tab stop

Purpose:  To specify the Serial Copy for the previously selected title.  A Serial Copy is a set of 
issues.  Typically, most titles will have one Copy.  When more than one Copy exists, then the 
specific Copy must be selected for the operation.  

Format:  It is a number or table selection. Some functions, such as [Issue Check In], will allow a 
new Copy to be created via the field.  

1.9.23 Field 23 Add an Additional Copy:  tab stop

Purpose:  To allow the user to create a new Serial Copy on demand.  A Copy is a set of issues, 
not the individual issues.  For example, if the library receives two copies of Scientific American, 
then a Serial Copy must be established for each.  The individual issues are then checked into a 
specified Copy.  A Serial Copy cannot have two of the same issues.  

1.9.24 Field 24 Check In Volume:  15 characters

Purpose:  To specify the volume number for issue Check In.  

Format:  It is 1 to 5 digits with an optional mantissa value.  

Example:  

          38 
          38.44 

1.9.25 Field 25 Check In Issue Number(s):  11 characters

Purpose:  To specify the issue number(s) for Check In. The value initially displayed is the 
expected Issue.  
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Format:  The field accepts any number within the range of allowed issues per volume, e.g., "5" 
but without the quotes.  A combined issue may be entered by using a dash, e.g., "3-5" but without 
the quotes.  For combined issues, no issue in the range should be claimed or previously received. 

Discussion:  If the originally displayed issue value is changed ( from the expected issue), then 
fields Year, Month, Day, and Running Issue, which are normally deactivated, become activated. 
Thus, these secondary fields are made available for editing, and should be adjusted accordingly.  

When the user specifies an issue number and/or volume number greater than the expected issue, 
the software will automatically create a claim for all of the missing intervening issue(s). 
Conversely, if the issue was already claimed, then the claim is cleared.  

The Expected Issue, and all of the expected values, are incremented upon selection of function 
[Issue Check In] or [Check In and Close Volume].  If the expected values need adjustment 
beyond the issue currently being checked in, then use function [Edit Copy] to do so.  

1.9.26 Field 26 Check In Running Issue Number:  10 characters

Purpose:  To specify the Running Issue value for the issue, if applicable.  If the Running Issue 
was set up in the Serial Copy, then this field is active.  Otherwise, it is deactivated.  

Format:  The field takes a positive whole number, e.g., "345" without quotes.  If this is a 
combination issue, then enter the starting running issue, a dash, then the ending issue, e.g., 
"345-346" but without the quotes.  

1.9.27 Field 27 Check In Part:  6 characters

Purpose:  If the issue a Part, then this field specifies the Part's value.  When checking in a Part, 
the check box Part Completes Issue is activated:  if selected, then the Check In will increment the 
expected values.  If Part Completes Issue is not selected, then the expected values will not 
change with the Check In of the part.  

Format:  It is a mix of one to two numbers or uppercase letters.  

Example:  1, P1, or A might be the first, and 2, P2, or B might be the second part.  

1.9.28 Field 28 Part Completes Issue:  

Purpose:  To specify if this Part completes the Issue. If it does not, then the expected values will 
not change and function [Check In & Close Volume] should not be selected.  If the Part completes 
the Issue, when function [Issue Check In] or [Check In & Close Volume] is invoked, the expected 
values will  increment to the new values appropriately.  

Format:  It is a check box selection.  

Menu Style:  Radio Button/Check Box

Menu Values:
Part Completes Issue
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1.9.29 Field 29 Check In Supplement:  25 characters

Purpose:  If the issue is a supplement, then this field specifies the Supplement's value.  

Format:  It can be composed of any characters. If it begins with a "S" or "s", it must be 
respectively "SUP" or "sup".  

Discussion:  Because identification of Supplements and their frequency varies from one serial title 
to another, your library will need to establish its own Check In policy for them.  We suggest that 
this policy be based on frequency.  If the Supplement is issued frequently and regularly, you may 
consider creating a MARC bib for the Supplement.  Then the Supplement will have its own bib, 
Copy, and holdings string, as well as its own Check In process, so you can check it in as you 
would a regular issue.  

If the Supplement is released irregularly or infrequently, you will probably want to check it in with 
the regular issues for the title.  To Check In a Supplement with the regular issues, it must be tied 
to a volume and issue number. If the values displayed on the screen do not show the correct 
volume number, then modify Check In Volume number and the related Issue number.  Obviously, 
the Supplement value needs to be provided.  You may bind the Supplements separately.  

If you Check In the Supplement with the regular issues, information about it will not be reflected in 
the holdings string, but it will show up on the detailed display.  Before it is bound, the Supplement 
has its own item record as any issue would, and is managed through [Item Edit] and [Bindery].  If 
the Supplement is bound with the regular volume, it will not have an item record after it is bound. 
If the Supplements are bound as a separate volume, the bound volume will have an item record.  

1.9.30 Field 30 Check In Year:  4 characters

Purpose:  To specify the current year for the journal.  

Format:  It is any four digit year in the form NNNN.  

1.9.31 Field 31 Check In Month:  9 characters

Purpose:  To specify the month or season for the issue check in.  

Format:  It is a table selection.  

Table Values:

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Winter
Spring
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Summer
Fall

1.9.32 Field 32 Check In Expected Day:  2 characters

Purpose:  For weekly publications, this field specifies the day of the current issue.  

Format:  It is a number for the day in the current month.  

1.9.33 Field 33 Issue's Bar Code Value:  20 characters

Purpose:  To specify a serial issue's unique bar code.  

Format:  The issue's bar code may be any combination of letters and numbers.  

Discussion:  Scan the bar code with the bar code reader to enter the bar code into this field, or 
typed into the keyboard.  Scanning is recommended to avoid typographical errors.  

Example:  D218LX 

1.9.34 Field 34 Public Comment:  180 characters

1.9.35 Field 35 Issue Call Number:  90 characters

Purpose:  The Issue Call Number specifies the classification and intra-shelf location of the issue. 
This field is only active if the bibliographic record specifies the serial shelving of "Issues have 
unique call numbers", or the copy shelving specifies "Issues have unique call numbers". 
Otherwise this field is not applicable to Issue Check In, and the issue will inherit a call number 
from the bibliographic record or the serial copy.  

Format:  The call number should be either DDC, LC, NLM, or a local Classification format.  

1.9.36 Field 36 Multiple Copy Check In Count:  3 characters

Purpose:  The Multiple Copy Check In Identifier Count displays how many copies have this same 
Multiple Copy Issue Check In Identifier.  This is the number of copies that will have the same 
issue checked in when function [Issue Check In] or [Check In & Close Volume] is selected.  The 
number can be decreased but must be greater than zero, e.g., the initial displayed value is 9 but 
only 7 arrived so you change the count to 7.  There is no need to increase the value since a 
larger value would exceed the number of copies with the specified Multiple Copy Issue Check In 
ID. If the number is initially one then the value cannot be changed since it cannot be increased 
and cannot be zero.  

Format:  It is a positive integer.  

1.9.37 Field 37 Check In Functions:  tab stop

Purpose:  To determine the action for the specified Check In values.  

Format:  It is a push button selection.  

Discussion:  Function Issue Check In will validate that the specified Check In values do not 
represent an issue already received. If the issue is new, this function will create an item (a 
holdings record) for the title.  If the issue being checked in is the expected issue, then the 
Volume, Issue number, Running Issue, Month, and/or Day may all be automatically set to the 
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next issue's expected values. If the issue had previously been claimed, then the claim is cleared. 
If the issue bypasses expected issues, then claims are generated for all of the intervening issues. 
If the issue completes the volume, the volume number will be automatically incremented and the 
issue number reset to 1.  If the issue completes the issue for a binding, the user is notified.  

Function Check In & Close Volume is similar to function Issue Check In, except that it will close 
the volume by incrementing the volume number and resetting the expected issue to 1.  This 
function is used when the user knows that the volume is prematurely completed, i.e., that the 
previously specified Issues per Volume value will not be met.  

Function Edit Copy allows the user to adjust the expected issue values without generating claims. 
This function also specifies all of the Check In rules for the Copy, as well as the Check In Notes, 
the OPAC's Free Text Holdings String, and Circulation Location, Status, and Class.  

Function Print Routing prints the queued issues routing slips and/ or patron labels for routing. 
Once the user returns from this function, the session's routing queue is automatically cleared.  

Function Routing Edit directly opens function [Edit a Copy's Routing].  The routing list can be 
modified.  

Function View OPAC displays the selected Journal in the OPAC.  

Function Help displays function key help, extended help for the window, or a link to all online 
manuals.  

Function Quit exits the menu.  

Menu Style:  Push Button

Menu Values:
Issue Check In
Check In & Close Volume
Edit Copy
Print Routing
Routing Edit
View OPAC
Help
Quit
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